The SYNTAX Score Does Not Predict Risk of Adverse Events in Patients With Non-ST Elevation Acute Coronary Syndrome Who Undergo Coronary Artery Bypass Graft Surgery.
We tested the ability of the SYNTAX score (SS) to predict 1-year adverse outcomes for patients with non-ST segment elevation acute coronary syndromes (NSTE-ACS) who undergo coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) surgery. The SS effectively risk stratifies patients who undergo percutaneous coronary intervention, but not patients with stable coronary disease who undergo CABG. We calculated the SS for 457 patients with NSTE-ACS in the angiographic substudy of the ACUITY (Acute Catheterization and Urgent Intervention Triage StrategY) trial who underwent CABG. We stratified and compared patients according to SS tertiles. We tested the ability of the SS, as a linear covariate, to predict adverse events by univariate analyses and by univariate and multivariable Cox proportional hazards model. We also tested the predictive abilities of the Age, Creatinine Clearance, and Ejection Fraction (ACEF) score, the clinical SS, and the logistic clinical SS. The median SS was 23 (interquartile range, 15-30). Baseline clinical characteristics were similar among the groups. One-year mortality and major adverse cardiovascular events (all-cause death, myocardial infarction, any stroke, or urgent revascularization) were similar between the groups (P=.13 and P=.62, respectively). Receiver operating characteristic curves, net reclassification indices, and integrated discrimination indices did not improve with SS, clinical SS, or logistic clinical SS compared with the ACEF score. The anatomical SS does not appear to be useful in risk stratifying patients with NSTE-ACS who undergo CABG. Clinical variables may better risk stratify patients with complex coronary artery disease considered for CABG.